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narrow corridor, river, decade, nearer, wake, deborah, accelerates, murky, pantomime, janeshia,

year, sense

00:06
I'm POA janeshia, filling in for Tracy k Smith. And this is a slow down.

00:23
Several years ago, I had a conversation with a Zen Buddhist priest who compared an individual's
life to a small river that comes out of a larger body of water. After running its course, the river
empties back out into the sea. That's death. I remember him saying that returned to the sea. For
reasons I can't really explain that metaphor cut me to the core, it offered solace during a time of
murky grief, I couldn't see out of a narrow corridor of my own circumstances. It also restored
perspective by giving me a sense, and we're never really separate from some larger, universal
body. We split off for a little while, flow and return. For as long as I can remember, I've always
welcomed reminders of my own mortality. There's nothing quite like understanding that you'll
have to leave to renew one sense of the stakes of being here. A living and of how we make use of
our time while we're around. The bounded nature of life is intoxicating, and also a tonic. For
several years as a birthday ritual, and spend some time alone in Greenwood Cemetery in
Brooklyn, there is more humor and joy in it than you'd probably think. It's difficult to feel sorry for
yourself when you're surrounded by those who no longer have a claim to life tucked beneath the
earth. They who lead lives of countless peaks, furloughs, silences, all who lived days of
accumulated detail in irreducible color. Now those lives are succinct titles and names on
headstones. Today's poem domestic by Deborah Landau captures the dizzying pace of life as it
unfurls hour by hour, year by year, decade by decade. We often proceed through life, performing
the roles we think we're meant to play. And forget the none of this is rehearsal. None of our lives
scripted. What I love about the poem is the way it accelerates, drawing attention to the shock of
stepping outside of our own lives. This poem takes a moment to see how foreign and diverse a life
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can be when it isn't passing by a noticed

03:10
domestic Deborah Landau

03:15
at night, down the hall into the bedroom we go. In the morning we enter the kitchen. Places
please. On like this without alarm. I am the talker and the taker. And he is the giver in the
bedroom man. We're out of order but not broken. He says let's make this one short. She says
What do you mean? We set out and got nearer along the way, some loved ones died. Whole
summers ruin that way. Take me to the door. Take me in your arms. Mother's been dead a decade.
But her voice comes back to me now and often. Life accumulates a series of commas first this
then that then him then hear a clump of matter. Paragraph and here we are minutes years. Wait.
I am trying to establish something with these people. him or her him. We make a little pantomime
family I say wake up the sentences one than another one in a line. And then we go on like that for
a long time.

04:49
Slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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